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ABSTRACT

The conference on the Computing Environment for Mathematical Software, held in Pasadena, California on July 29-31, 1981, was co-sponsored by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Special Interest Group on Numerical Mathematics of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM-SIGNUM). The conference provided a sequel to two previous SIGNUM conferences held in Pasadena in 1974 and 1978. Topics included software tools, Fortran standards activity, and features of languages, operating systems, and hardware that are important for the development, testing, and maintenance of mathematical software. This publication includes extended abstracts of the papers presented at the conference.
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

FRED T. KROGH, Conference Chairman

The mathematical software community has as its primary goal the development of high quality tools for the solution of a wide variety of mathematical problems. The development of such tools is enhanced by other tools; both hardware and software, which provide a hospitable computing environment. Unfortunately, our environmental needs are not well known to the computing community at large. Under the able leadership of C.L. Lawson, JPL and ACM-SIGNUM have previously sponsored two conferences related to this one: "Workshop on Fortran P:processors for Numerical Software" in 1974, and "Conference on the Programming Environment for Development of Numerical Software" in 1976. These conferences have provided a unique forum for those interested in the environment for the development and use of mathematical software.

In the early days of computing there was an emphasis on the needs of those who were solving mathematical problems. But the perception that mathematical computation is only a small part of the marketplace and the fact that the needs of those engaged in numerical computation are not well known has led to considering those needs as little more than an afterthought. Recent advances in software and hardware technology are making it economical to create computing environments appropriate for specialized applications. The implementation of a small specialized language or operating system environment is now small enough that significant experimental environments can be designed and implemented. Large vector and array processors are being designed and built with numerical computation as the primary or only application. At the microprocessor level we are getting arithmetic units superior to what we are used to on general purpose computers. The computing environment for mathematical software is changing for the better. This conference provides a view of those changes.

Fortran still appears to be the language of choice for scientific and engineering computation. Interchange between the Fortran standards committee, X3J3, and the mathematical software community has proven valuable to both at previous conferences in this series. Continuing this tradition of interaction, talks by Adams, Meisner, Wilson, Wilkens, and Smith from X3J3 give an idea of the substantial changes that are being planned for Fortran. Some of these new features are being introduced primarily to meet needs in numerical computing.

There has been a lot of recent work on Fortran programming environments. Miller gives an overview of three of these and describes some current work. Lucas examines the environment from the viewpoint of one supporting the use of mathematical software in solving scientific and engineering problems. There is considerable overlap between statistical and mathematical software. But there has been considerably more emphasis on canned packages for the unsophisticated user in the former case. Ryan describes several statistical packages, where the emphasis is on packaging. He expects significant benefits from future interaction with computer science.

Amano, Chiba, Maehida, and Maeda in one paper, and Gaffney in another, describe systems that make it easier for users of mathematical software to find the software appropriate for their needs.

At the 1978 conference, Kahan spoke on specifications for a proposed floating-point arithmetic standard, and Hull spoke on desirable characteristics for floating-point and elementary functions. Kahan's ideas have led to a proposed IEEE standard for floating-point. This proposed standard is currently available on one microprocessor chip, and there are strong indications that several others will be marketed soon. Expanding on the theme of floating-point arithmetic, Kahan discusses the programming environment's contribution to program robustness. Hull's ideas have also progressed to the point of being implemented. He describes the capabilities of his hardware unit here.

In these abstracts, Ginsberg gives a bibliography on supercomputers. In his talk he reviews performance comparisons for supercomputers and the more conventional type. Extensible languages have been found useful in designing the user interface for solving partial differential equations by Delves. He describes his work which was done in an ALOGL 58 environment.

In the 1978 conference, Webb Miller proposed the initiation of a collaborative effort to create a better programming environment for the Fortran programmer. His proposed TOOLPACK is now a project involving several institutions. Osterweil describes the TOOLPACK project. Mehlschau presents a commercial software tool collection available from SOFTOOL Corporation. Krogh and Snyder describe a support environment for software tools that is compatible with the requirements of the TOOLPACK project. A quick method for constructing preprocessors is described by Boley, Grupp, and Thelmer.

Feldman asks, "Why should you do all the work?" and suggests mechanizing operations on source code, object code, and test data so that the programmer is relieved of many of the clerical tasks associated with programming. Hennell, Riddell, and Woodward describe a method for measuring the adequacy of test data. The method is based on testing whether errors deliberately introduced into the software (mutants) will be detected by the test data.

Cline's description of a course on mathematical software should be helpful to those teaching or planning such a course. Ciori, Miola, and Truffi present an aid for moving large programs to a minicomputer. And going in the opposite direction, Dodsor, Lewis, and Focca consider the problem of tailoring mathematical software for the CRAY-1. Finally, Hanson and Krogh describe a way of passing optional data to a subroutine that has little input on the user who has no need to pass such data.

Thanks are due: Webb Miller, Leon Osterweil and Brian Smith who helped in the selection of invited speakers; to Chuck Lawson who reminded me of a few oversights and helped with local publicity; to Kris Stewart for (wo)manying my phone while I was gone for three weeks prior to the conference; to Denise Chambers for secretarial support; and most of all, to those who generously support this conference in terms of my time, secretarial support, and the printing of proceedings distributed at the conference.
FORTRAN STANDARDS, AN OVERVIEW

Jeanne Adams, NCAR
Chair, X3J3

FORTRAN 66

From the early beginnings in the fifties, FORTRAN was used as the de facto standard for scientific and engineering work. As its use spread, the potential for numerous incompatible FORTRAN dialects became apparent. A rigorous definition of FORTRAN in a standard became necessary if continued use of the language were to be successful.

In 1960, the American Standards Association (ASA) established the committee for Computers and Information Processing. A subcommittee of this group was formed to consider common programming languages. In May of 1962, a working group began to study the possibility of introducing a standard for FORTRAN which was to become the 'first programming language to be standardized in the United States. Manufacturers and user groups sent representatives to the Standards Committee for FORTRAN (X3J3). They cooperated in the study and preparation of the first FORTRAN standard (X3.9-1966) which was released in 1966. Many areas were considered by X3J3 including current usage, clarity of syntax, ease of implementation and the language's potential for future extensions. Two clarifications were produced; one in 1967 and another in 1969.

FORTRAN 77

FORTRAN has always been a cost effective language; what it may have lacked in elegance and style was gained in efficiency and ease of implementation. In 1967, the group responsible for maintenance of FORTRAN 66 concluded that it would require no more effort to begin on a revision than to continue producing official interpretations of the standard. In January 1969, X3J3 voted to begin work on a revision to X3.9-1966. The current standard X3.9-1978 took eleven years to complete; seven years were spent in preparing the draft, and four years in completing the approval process under the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) as it is now called. One significant result of this eleven year effort was that the FORTRAN 77 standard document is now more understandable than the 66 document. The standard itself contains six times more text in describing FORTRAN features than the "old standard", resulting in improved readability and clarity. An important consideration in the development of FORTRAN 77 was the determination not to invalidate programs written in FORTRAN 66, but to ensure that these programs were upwardly compatible. A comparison chart of FORTRAN 66 and FORTRAN 77 will be summarized.

FORTRAN 8x

There is always resistance to change in programming languages and the associated standards. A programming language must reflect the needs of the user community and be responsive to the kinds of applications that ensure continuing popularity among users. At the time of final processing of FORTRAN 77, X3J3 had already begun the study of a design that would modernize FORTRAN. The objective was to keep pace with technology and state-of-the-art programming techniques and allow applications specific conventions to coexist and become part of a family of standards for FORTRAN.

In those early studies during 1976 and 1979, the committee studied language features from many perspectives. The emphasis was to examine the language as a whole, and how various candidate features were related. Surveys of various user groups were taken, and these needs were placed in a broad enough context so that candidate features for the standard could be chosen within a carefully considered framework. In certain areas (i.e. data structures and program form), development was necessary because of a need for a function not yet provided in the marketplace. An architecture is proposed (described in more detail in the next presentation on FORTRAN) that will place certain general features in the core, while others will be separated into modules. Interfacing to special purpose applications such as graphics or data base schemes is an important part of the technical proposal for the next revision. An important question concerns the ability to identify obsolete features and move these out of the language in a graceful way.

A basic array processing proposal has been completed and will be in the new revision. In the various surveys on user needs, the ability to manipulate arrays as fundamental objects was a very popular request. A need has been expressed for a general precision data type facility to specify minimum precision for floating point operations. Numerical analysts have made important contributions to the precision proposals for the current revision, as well as to the Environmental Inquiry proposals which are discussed later in this session.

Liaison Activities

Liaison has been established with a number of national and international organizations. One of the very important liaison activities continues to be with SIGMET. Nationally, X3J3 has established a liaison with the Graphic Standards Committee, the CODASYL Data Base Group, and the Purdue Workshop for Industrial Real Time FORTRAN. Internationally, we have a working rela-
tionship with the British Computer Society, the European Computer Manufacturer's Association, and Standards Groups from a number of countries such as Austria, Germany, Sweden and Canada.

MILESTONES

X3J3 has just completed the first draft of a document that contains all of the proposals passed so far for the next revision. The document is not intended to be text for the standard, but is organised into sections such that the editors can prepare text easily. All new proposals before the committee are to be modifications of this document (Standing Document 6). In this way, members will have a single source of material for the next revision.

Many people ask what x is in 1984. However, it is difficult to answer this question. X3J3 has a milestone chart, but it is a working scheme for establishing committee objectives rather than any fixed promise for completion. Dates that occur before today have been modified to reflect actual progress, while dates that follow today reflect the committee's goals. A sample milestone chart has been prepared for this session.

CORE-AND-MODULES DESIGN FOR NEXT FORTRAN STANDARD

Loren P. Meissner
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

The Problem

Fortran isn't going to go away, no matter how much we deplore its irregularity and inelegance. Fortran 77 introduced the block-if and the zero-trip DO, and de-standardized Hollerith. But still nobody considers Fortran 77 a really modern programming language.

Can Fortran be modernised? If Fortran were modernised, would it still be Fortran? Would it have any advantage over Pascal? And what would happen to the billions of dollars of investment in "old Fortran" programs?

There is pressure from yet another direction to influence the future of Fortran. This is the need for major extensions to the language for the sake of a specialized application area (graphics, real-time, list processing, array processing, or CODASYL data base, for example), incorporating any one of these major extensions erodes the practical usefulness of the language for anyone outside the specialized application area. To accommodate them all in a single language would obviously be impractical.

A Proposed Solution

The ANSI Fortran Standards Committee, X3J3, is by now firmly committed to the idea that a "core and modules" approach can solve this problem. The idea is to define a "Core Fortran" language, consisting of all of the "good" features of Fortran 77, plus modern replacements for the "obsolete" features of Fortran 77. The obsolete parts of Fortran 77 would, however, be retained in an "obsolete features module".

Other "application area support modules" would satisfy the need for major extensions needed for specific application areas.

Another kind of module, called a "language extension module", could add "fancier" features of broad application to the language (for example, a macro facility).

Structure of the language (see Figure 1). By the end of the life cycle of the next revision of the Fortran standard (in the mid to late 1990's), it is assumed that the "obsolete" features would no longer be heavily used so that the typical minimum-configuration Fortran compiler would support only Core Fortran, that is, the "good" features inherited from Fortran 77 plus the replacements for the "obsolete" parts of Fortran 77. However, early compilers for the new language would necessarily support all of Core Fortran plus the obsolete features module.

Extended compilers would also support the language extension module (or modules).

It is contemplated that the next Fortran standard will include both parts of Core Fortran, the obsolete features module, and perhaps one or more extension modules. It may be possible to add extension modules between revisions of the main Fortran standard. Application area support modules would be handled as separate "collateral" ANSI standards, and in many cases these would be developed by a more or less independent "task group" reporting to the X3J3 committee, rather than by the full committee.

Summary

Will the result be Fortran, or will it be a new language? It will certainly be a new language; the remarkable thing, if X3J3 is successful, will be the creation a new language that is compatible with its predecessor.

Will it be Fortran? Maybe; but only if X3J3 can maintain the self-discipline to keep Core Fortran a reasonably small language that is at least as easy to implement and to use as earlier versions have been.
Parallel Processing in Fortran
Alan Wilson
ICL, London

The ANSI Fortran committee X3J3 has recently accepted proposals for parallel processing in Fortran. These proposals have been used to express algorithms such as Ratchet sort, FFT, telephone network simulation, black/white OR, image processing, noise reduction, least squares, solution of linear equations, assignment problems, matrix inversion,...

An attempt will be made to assess the completeness of the proposed language extensions:

- Do they seem to form a basis for the expression of (known) parallel algorithms?
- Are they likely to be useful in the search for new parallel algorithms?

GLOBAL DATA SHARING AND INTERNAL PROCEDURES IN FORTRAN 8X
Edward J. Wilkens
Perkin-Elmer
Tinton Falls, New Jersey

INTRODUCTION

In past actions, X3J3 has voted to remove certain features from Core Fortran, including storage association COMMON, EQUIVALENCE, multiple entry points, extended DG loops and statement functions. It has also voted to add, or considered for addition, such features as GLOBAL, and internal subroutines.

This paper presents some proposed facilities to replace those removed.

The syntax described is consistent with proposals previously passed and currently proposed in April 1981. The area of data sharing and internal subroutines has been a rather fertile one for proposals, with several varied names and constructs proposed and discarded. These do share a significant number of common functions, if not name and syntax, and differ primarily because they spring from different sources of inspiration.

DATA SHARING

COMMON has been removed from the core of FORTRAN 8X primarily because of the storage association properties implied. However, there is no intention to remove the functionality of a fast, efficient global sharing mechanism provided by COMMON. The replacement for COMMON, called GLOBAL, eliminates storage association. It also provides for a single DEFINITION of the GLOBAL data, with multiple uses of that definition. The following is a typical definition:

GLOBAL DEFINITION /Shared-data/Real_var,Integer_var,Char-var

As the example implies, any mixture of types is allowed. No specific order of appearance or storage allocation is implied by the list of data elements. In order for a program unit other than the one containing the GLOBAL DEFINITION to access the GLOBAL data, it must contain a GLOBAL statement naming the GLOBAL name (or blank) to be shared. For example:

GLOBAL /Shared-data/

provides a program unit other than the one containing the GLOBAL DEFINITION with access to the data elements in Shared_data by their name. No further definition of those variables is needed. They have all the attributes of their declarations in the defining program.
All program units sharing a GLOBAL Data Area may be separately compiled. However, the program unit containing the GLOBAL DEFINITION must be compiled before the others. This places a burden on the processor to communicate some processor dependent fashion the declared variables in the GLOBAL area, as well as their types, dimensionality, and locations in the GLOBAL area. It also places a burden on the programmer (or some processor defined user aid) to recompile any program unit containing GLOBAL after recompilation of a GLOBAL DEFINITION in which some information used by those dependent program units was changed.

FORTRAN 77 Compatibility

The primary difference between GLOBAL and COMMON is storage association and definition/use distinction. By providing a similar but differently named functionality, they may be freely mixed in the presence of the Obsolete Features Module. GLOBAL and COMMON may appear in the same program unit, provided they refer to different data areas.

INTERNAL PROCEDURES

Several features removed from CORE FORTRAN in past XIII actions include control constructs such as Statement Functions, ENTRY Statements and Alternate Returns. The facilities provided by these constructs remain to be provided in safer, more consistent constructs. Internal Procedures are provided for this purpose, with primary functionality including:

- Replacement of the Statement Function
- Replacement of extended range of DO LOOP
- Remote code blocks
- Replacement for ENTRY

An Internal Procedure is either an Internal Function or an Internal Subroutine, which are similar to the familiar Function and Subroutine that serve as program units in a FORTRAN program.

Internal Procedures are located at the end of a host program or procedure, immediately before the END statement or another Internal Procedure. Declarations for dummy arguments of an Internal Procedure are contained within it.

Internal Procedures are invoked from within the host procedure in an identical manner to external procedures.

Name Scoping

Goals for Name Scoping rules include regularity, convenience of sharing as in Statement Functions, safety from accidental error and replacement of error prone ENTRY argument rules. These goals tend to be somewhat at odds, and have resulted in several proposals and abandonments. An INHERIT statement with a list of names is provided to declare what entities are to be known in the Internal Procedure from its host. All other entities appearing in an Internal Procedure are local to it. An INHERIT ALL statement has been proposed, but not yet passed.

The INHERIT statement provides a regular, safe method for sharing data from the host. It does not provide the convenience of sharing as in Statement Functions. A replacement for a Statement Function would require an INTERNAL FUNCTION, INHERIT ALL assignment, and END INTERNAL statements.

Packages and Libraries

ENTRY statements have often been used in large libraries. Problems occur because of the difficulties of enforcing inaccessibility of dummy arguments from inactive ENTRYs. ENTRY INTERNAL Procedures have been proposed to declare an Internal Procedure callable from outside the Host. This all as a much safer functionality for ENTRY.

Large libraries are normally not compiled all at once time. A Procedure may be declared INACTIVE, which means that it is to be considered to be Host to Internal Procedures which may be separately compiled. Which Internal Procedures are to be so considered is specified in a CONTAINS Statement. Finally, the PACKAGE Procedure may be declared to be pure sharable data with no executable code by declaring it to be a SHELL Procedure.

Data Sharing Revisited

A SHELL Procedure may be seen to be equivalent in functionality to GLOBAL Data. Note that ENTRY, PACKAGE, and SHELL have not yet been approved, whereas GLOBAL Data has. Since ENTRY and PACKAGE are especially desirable features, especially for Mathematical libraries, SHELL is an obvious extension to eliminate some almost redundant functionality (GLOBAL). However, GLOBAL's strong resemblance to COMMON makes it attractive. Final resolution of these issues remain to be decided.

A CONSUMER'S REPORT ON FORTRAN PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS

Webb Miller
Department of Computer Science
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

In this talk we will summarize the attributes of several available Fortran programming environments, including the WATFIV compiler and run-time system, the Unix operating system and SOFTOOL.80. The strengths and weaknesses of each will be discussed. In addition, mention will be made of a few available free-standing software tools and of some planned developments.

WATFIV has long been regarded as an excellent system for debugging Fortran programs. This reputation is well deserved: the error messages are exceptionally clear and the automatic run-time checks are quite useful. The system supports a profiler and a preprocessor for a "structured" Fortran. Moreover, an interactive version of WATFIV that includes a symbolic debugger is available.
While WATFIV is not without notable omissions and undesirable features in the way it handles Fortran, its main deficiency is its limited scope and machine dependency. The user is left to the mercy of the native editor, file system, etc., and these are often relatively primitive.

Unix is a highly successful operating system developed at Bell Laboratories and now in place at over 2500 installations worldwide. It is particularly noteworthy as a program development environment for projects involving small numbers of programmers. Some of its more appealing attributes are a no-nonsense command language, a very clean file system with automatic updating of derived files, excellent text-processing capabilities including phototypesetting of mathematical equations, plus a host of software fragments and mechanisms for connecting the fragments to form organized tools.

Whereas earlier versions of Unix supported Fortran only marginally, recent versions (e.g., Berkeley System Distribution 4.0 for the PDP VAX-11/780) support it handsomely. Included are a Fortran preprocessor that, in my mind, stands above its many competitors, a symbolic debugger and a Fortran structurer.

Perhaps the main weakness of the Unix system as a whole, besides its machine dependency, is that it has the steep learning curve that you would expect of an operating system designed for expert programmers. The Fortran component of Unix currently suffers from a fair number of glitches because of its newness, a complaint that should be resolved with time.

SOFTOOL 80 is an integrated collection of software tools that aim to support a particular methodology for Fortran programming. It includes not only the expected components for static checking, preprocessing structure code, profiling and test coverage reports, but also tools to enforce certain programming standards and documentation formats set by management.

Further information about WATFIV, Unix and SOFTOOL 80 can be obtained from the following sources.

WAT NEWS
Computer Systems Group
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1
Canada

Western Electric Co.,
Patent Licensing Manager
P.O. Box 20046
Greensboro, N.C. 27412
(919) 697-6530

SOFTOOL CORPORATION
340 South Kellogg Avenue
Goleta, Ca. 93117
(805) 964-0560

Numerical Software - View from the Trenches
L. W. Lucas
Naval Weapons Center

This paper relates experiences of the author over the past seven years as Numerical Mathematics Coordinator at the Naval Weapons Center Central Computing Facility, evaluating, selecting, maintaining and marketing numerical software, and providing consulting, training, and documentation services. The center is a consumer, not a producer, of numerical software. Applications include mission design and simulation, radar analysis, signal processing, detonation physics, and chemical kinetics.

Tentative Outline:

Implementing a numerical software library

- Mathematical Software 1 & 2
- IMSL, OPL library
- Literature survey
- NESC test site - LINPACK, MINPACK
- GEAR, DEPAC, EISPACK
- Acquisitions

Marketing efforts

- Documentation - Guide, Examples
- Short Courses - Matrix computation
- Numerical solution of ODE's
- Computing random numbers
- Curve fitting
- Least squares
- Academic - Numerical Methods

Suggestions to numerical software developers

- User Interface
- Naming
- Documentation
- Reverse communication
- Tradeoffs
- Change vs. Stability
- Flexibility vs. ease of use
- Constraints in engineering situations
- Sample data systems

Further information can be obtained from the following sources:
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University of Waterloo
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Canada

Western Electric Co.,
Patent Licensing Manager
P.O. Box 20046
Greensboro, N.C. 27412
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PACKAGING STATISTICAL SOFTWARE
Thomas A. Ryan, Jr.

Most statistical computations are done using widely available statistical packages. In this paper, I will discuss primarily the SPSS, SAS, BMDP, P-STAT and Minitab systems, which together account for a high percentage of all statistical computing. Other packages which have influenced the development of statistical packages include Datatext, Genstat, IDA, IMPRESS, MIDAS, Omnitab, OSIRIS, SNAP, Statjob.

Development of statistical packages began with the BMD programs at UCLA, in the late 1950’s. These programs formed an integrated set of procedures, but were not a statistical “package” in the current meaning of the word. They also had a very primitive user interface (e.g., to take the log of a variable, the user punched an “O3” in card columns 10 and 11). In 1968, work began on a new series of BMD programs, called the P or parameter series, which identified input parameters with English keywords.

The initial design of the widely used SPSS system was begun in 1965. The publication and wide distribution of the SPSS manual by a commercial publisher in 1970 marks the beginning of statistical packages as we know them today. This manual put computing power in the hands of a very wide audience; the design of the SPSS system allowed even very computationally unsophisticated researchers to use (and abuse) the system.

Most statistical systems began in universities. Some (SPSS, SAS, P-STAT, IDA) eventually went commercial. Hardware manufacturers have had little impact.

Packaging

An important aspect of statistical software is a strong emphasis on the packaging. Statistical packages attempt to provide a total environment for data analysis, including data management, vector (and sometimes matrix) arithmetic, graphics, a collection of statistical procedures, and often report writers.

The mathematical algorithms tend to be relatively simple and a small part of the overall system. Computing time for typical procedures (such as least-squares regression) is often less than the computing time for inputting the data. The routines for output often occupy much more space than the key computation routines. As an example, LINPACK routines to do regression by the QR decomposition, plus routines to call them, total about 100 lines. Minitab’s REGRESS command contains over 1,000 lines. The largest portions are for creating useful, readable printed output.

Portability

Most statistical packages are portable to some degree. (SAS, which runs only on large IBM computers, is a notable exception.) Most packages are undergoing active development, and issue a release with major enhancements (some of which permeate the entire system) every year or two. Each release must be implemented on 5, 10, or more brands of computers. Most go on mainframes such as IBM, CDC, UNIVAC, Burroughs, Honeywell and DEC, and superminis such as VAX and PRIME. BMDP and Minitab also go on 16-bit minis such as PDP-11 and HP-300.

The major difficulties encountered in porting these systems are: (a) their size, which is typically 100,000 lines of Fortran code and 1,000 subroutines, which pushes limits in linkage editors and requires heavy overlaying on some computers; and (b) the critical importance of the speed of input and the size of output routines. Neither of these problems are encountered in subroutine libraries.

The most primitive method of maintaining a (more or less) portable package is to develop the package on one computer and rely on conversion centers to adapt the program to other computers. Feedback from converters is used to improve portability. This method is still used by SPSS. A simple yet powerful way to handle portability problems was developed by Roald Buhler for the P-STAT system in 1971. Under his approach, a master source is maintained with all versions present. A simple selection preprocessor chooses the appropriate version based on the use of the first few spaces of the lines. This approach has also been successfully adopted by Minitab and a slightly modified version has been adopted by BMDP and IMSL.

Interaction with Computer Science

The developers of statistical packages are generally not computer scientists, but have learned "on the job" the computer science they know "on the job." The principal developers of some packages (e.g., BMDP, SAS, Minitab) are statisticians, for others (e.g., SPSS) the developers are consumers of statistics (social scientists for SPSS). Some of the developers are involved in statistical consulting (e.g., BMDP, Minitab), and all packages get extensive feedback from users. This has tended to encourage sensible, realistic refinements and extensions to the packages — but probably has focused effort near the existing capabilities of the package rather than on developments in totally different directions.

Computer scientists have obviously influenced the designs of the packages and the algorithms included in them. Equally obvious to users is that the influence has not been as great as it should have been. For example, there are still numerically unstable algorithms in packages, and even more inefficient, brute force methods used to prevent instability. One reason for the lack of influence has been that statistical package developers have often been forced to face problems (e.g., in portability and user interface) before computer scientists were prepared to give answers.
Algorithm Bank: Information System for Mathematical Software

Kaname Asano, Masaki Chiba, Akira Mochida *
* Computing Center
** Department of Engineering Science
Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060, Japan

1. Introduction

A large number of algorithms have been proposed for scientific computations and some of them have been improved and extended if more are published in many publications, and it is not easy for general users to find suitable algorithms for their purpose. We intend to construct an information system for mathematical software of high quality, to aid in the development and weaknesses of two approaches for user interface with algorithms: one is constructed in the program libraries and the other in the extended systems available as an integral part of the programming languages. We present here how basic idea of an approach of this type based on an information retrieval method combined with some artificial intelligence techniques. A preliminary implementation is also reported. It will support the following steps in designing and programming of problem solving by computers:

- selecting the problem in an appropriate form
- designing the algorithm
- programming
- debugging and execution of the program
- analysis of the results

The retrieval system should deal with the following two kinds of information:

- Information concerning individual algorithms
- Information concerning a set of algorithms for a specific purpose

This kind of information will be useful for selecting a suitable one, and is called algorithmic knowledge in this paper.

2. Information Representation of Algorithms

Algorithms may exist in various forms, i.e., load modules, source programs in widespread or rather uncommon programming languages, natural language description with mathematical notation, etc. One may need various kinds of information for identifying algorithms, e.g., bibliographic items, specification of functions, usage of programs, etc. One of the two alternatives must be chosen to describe the functions: the first, procedural description by higher level languages or conceptual description by technical terms; the second, description with several formats each for a specific problem field or description with a single format for all problem fields. We adopt the conceptual description with a single format.

The information representation of individual algorithm consists of the following three types of attribute-value set:

1. Functional attributes, i.e., the problem domain, method, performance, etc., the performance is evaluated by CPU-time, number of operations, memory required, accuracy, robustness, etc.
2. Operational attributes, i.e., the programming language, usage of programs, tested or not tested, etc.
3. Bibliographic attributes, i.e., the journal, volume, number, page, year, title, authors, classification codes, keywords and keyphrases, etc.

This information representation scheme can be regarded as a kind of indexing method for algorithms. Problem-oriented retrieval becomes possible to some extent even with usual information retrieval methods. But a mixed-initiative dialogue system will be more useful for common users. Then the system should deal with the following types of information on the algorithmic knowledge:

1. Knowledge on terms, i.e., the relation of synonyms, superclasses and subclasses of terms, etc. Short comments are also useful to assist the users.
2. Higher level knowledge, i.e., mathematical knowledge, for example matrix inversion may be avoided whenever possible, etc.
3. Empirical knowledge, for example matrix inversion may be avoided whenever possible, etc.

This can be implemented by the usual information retrieval method combined with some artificial intelligence techniques, say the production system, etc. We can define the higher level knowledge as a mapping between representative terms of functional attributes. Since (1) discussed the algorithm selection problem and proposed a mathematical model with the problem space (in some cases feature space and criterion space are also considered), algorithm space and performance various space. These spaces may correspond to the above functional attributes. Our information retrieval method is lean mathematical and more empirical.
3. A Bibliographic Database

At the first step of the development of our system, we have constructed a bibliographic database of CALGO (Collected Algorithms from NAC) which includes certifications and remarks for some algorithms. In CALGO, there are three periods characterized by the start of collection, the claim for quality of each algorithm and efforts for accessibility to the collection. Some of the proposed algorithms are improved subsequently by remarks. The publication of CALGO in the loose-leaf form is an approach to the accessibility problem. An information retrieval approach by computer will be more efficient to this problem. In our system, the certifications and remarks are merged into the original algorithms to supply the augmented information. This database is now available at the Hokkaido University Computing Center with the retrieval system ORION (Online Retriever of Information which is available on a HITAC computer). Fig. 1 shows an example of the retrieval process.

![Diagram of retrieval process]

**Enter Your Request**

- **1/ FIND SOURCE**
- **2/ FIND LINEAR AND EQUATIONS**
  - 3/ 47 4/ EQUATION (2 TERMS COMBINED)
  - 15 4/ LINEAR AND EQUATIONS
  - 5/ FIND OVERDETERMINED
  - 4/ 5/ OVERFITTED
  - 6/ FIND LIV G 3
  - 7/ DISPLAY

**Item 1**

**ALGORITHM 320**

**REMARKS**

**TITLE** CHEBYSHEV SOLUTION TO AN OVERTERMINED SYSTEM

**AUTHOR** RICHARD H. MARTIN AND GENE H. Golub

**UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA**

**Fig. 1 An example of retrieval of the database CALGO**

Some source programs, though not tested yet, are stored on disks and can be used online. We intend to construct a mixed-initiative dialogue system for more specific problem fields on the second step of the development.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have presented a basic idea of the information system for mathematical software. A large number of quality algorithms are now available but are not utilized for many users. The information retrieval approach will be effective for dissemination of the software problem of quality mathematical software.
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**SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT**

P. W. Gaffney
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The purpose of this talk is to describe two software aids, called NASTI and NIT, that have been developed at Oak Ridge for managing numerical software. As part of our comprehensive numerical software service, we have acquired a large collection of quality routines from sources other than mathematical libraries. In order to avoid duplicating the acquisition of a piece of software and at the same time provide users with information about existing software, we have developed an interactive database called NASTI. This database is managed by the System 1022 Data Base Management System and is available on our PDP-10 computer. The information contained in NASTI has been deliberately kept to a minimum. Thus, for each piece of software described in NASTI, a computer user has access to the following quantities:

**NAME** - Name of the piece of software

**PROBLEM** - The problem area that the software is suitable for, e.g., Partial Differential Equations

**PURPOSE** - A brief description of what the software purports to do and some advice on the recommended use

**METHOD** - The main numerical method used

**ORIGIN** - The source of the software

**VERSION** - A date which usually signifies when the software was acquired

**LOCATION** - The location of the FORTRAN source of the software on our system

These quantities may be regarded as keys which the user may employ during a particular search sequence. A disadvantage of NASTI is that the language of the 1022 system is clumsy for the casual user. A further disadvantage is that since the 1022 system is not widely available, NASTI is non-portable. However, NASTI is an example of an aid which was constructed using existing facilities, and which adequately assists in the management and dissemination of information about numerical software.

In order to provide users with advice on the correct choice of a numerical routine for a particular problem, we have developed a numerical interactive tree called NIT. During a NIT session, a computer user is asked certain questions in an attempt to identify the particular routine or group of routines which are best suited for solving the user’s problem. By responding to these questions, the user is led effortlessly to a recommendation. At present, NIT forms the basis of a system which is being developed for on-line documentation. Thus, NIT has the capability of providing HELP files and also gives sufficient information on how to execute this program on the various computers available at Oak Ridge. Unlike NASTI, NIT is portable, because it has been written to conform to the FORTRAN 3 verifier. Thus, NIT may be installed on a variety of computers.
The talk will contain a brief description of NASTI and an explanation of the development of NIT together with proposed extensions.


The Programming Environment's Contribution to Program Robustness

W. Kahan
University of California
Berkeley

A robust program to solve a quadratic $ax^2 - 2bx + c = 0$ will conceal from its user any over/underflow in the discriminant $b^2 - 4ac$ while revealing over/underflow just when a calculated root lies out of range. In general, robust programs conceal spurious exceptions from their users while rendering faithfully those exceptions pertinent to final results. If this assertion characterizes program robustness truly, then robustness is impractical in most programming environments and a challenging task even in so favorable an environment as is specified by the proposed IEEE standard for floating point arithmetic.

A Hardware Unit for Decimal Arithmetic with Controlled Precision

T.E. Hull, Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto

Introduction

The main purpose of this paper is to describe briefly the capabilities of an arithmetic unit called CADAC (for Clean Arithmetic with Decimal Base and Controlled Precision) which is currently being constructed at the University of Toronto.

The unit is intended to support language facilities (including exception handling, and programmer control of the precision and exponent range of the operands, as well as of the operations performed on the operands) such as have been advocated by the author [see, e.g., 2]. Previous attempts to implement these ideas have been based on preprocessors, which suffer from shortcomings in terms of both flexibility and efficiency. The building of CADAC is intended to provide hard data on what trade-offs are involved if the basic ideas are supported by the hardware.

It is intended that CADAC be interfaced initially with a PDP-11/34, whose 16-bit wordlength has therefore influenced the design.

The language facilities

As explained in more detail elsewhere (see [2] and the references given there), the proposed language facilities allow the programmer to specify separately the precisions of the operands (along with the exponent ranges), and the precision (and exponent range) of the operations to be performed on the operands. There are two main ways in which the programmer can take advantage of this capability: (1) one is to be able to carry out intermediate stages of a calculation with a precision and/or exponent range that is higher than the operands; (2) the other is to be able to repeat a portion of a calculation with a higher and higher precision and/or exponent range until some criterion (such as an error requirement) is satisfied. The second capability is the more complicated; the program outline given below (which illustrates the main features of an algorithm for solving equations to within a prescribed tolerance "tol") illustrates what we have in mind.

```plaintext
float(8) root -- precision 8, default exp.
p = 8
flag = true
while (flag = true b p ≤ 32)
begin precision(p)
  float(p) approximation
  find approximate solution
  find error bound
  if bound ≤ tol
    root = approximation
    flag = false
  end if
end
p = p+4
end while
```

Number representation, arithmetic, exceptions

The first 16-bit word of a memory location is interpreted by CADAC as shown in the diagram shown below:

```
Sign S     1
|           | 10(exponent E) |
|---|---|---|
|extend X| 4 |
```

The number of decimal digits in the normalized significand is $21+2$, and they are to be found in succeeding words, 4 per word. $E$ is the excess-512 exponent, $E = 0$ is reserved for the value 0, unless $S$ is negative, in which case the first 6 bits of the next word are hexadecimal $F, E, \ldots$, to represent "indeterminate", "not-yet-assigned", etc. If $X = 1$ the format becomes "extended" and both exponent and length, as well as the digits, are to be found in subsequent words.

Properly rounded floating-point arithmetic is carried out. It turned out to be relatively efficient to work only with multiples of 2 decimal digits. Other rounding modes are also provided, in particular so that interval arithmetic can be supported easily.
CADAC has a single accumulator, communicates with its host in DMA mode, and maintains an exception status register for the host. A 3-stage pipeline running at 10 MHz handles 2-digit by 2-digit pairs, and multiplies two 32-digit numbers in about 30 microseconds.

Exceptions (including overflow, underflow, and roundoff) are flagged. Wraparound results are left after overflows and underflows, indeterminate after zero-divide.

**Cost**

Two large boards are used, each with close to 100 integrated circuits, including a mixture of MSI up to LSI, costing a total of about $4000 (Can.) for the two boards. Another few hundred dollars are needed for the interface board, power supply, cabinet and cables. It is expected that the total time required for the design, and for construction of the prototype, will be about 2 man-years (Can.).
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A Brief Guide to the Literature on Supercomputers

Myron Ginsberg
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As 2-D and 3-D mathematical models come closer to reflecting real-world behavior, there is a substantial increase in the number of floating-point operations which must be performed as the grid structure is refined; for example, doubling the number of grid points in a 2-D problem produces a 4-fold increase in computing and for a 3-D problem in time there is a 16-fold increase. Machines in the emerging class of supercomputers offer some alternatives for parallel computation in attempting to deal effectively with such problems.

The bibliography given below provides a sampling of references to the literature associated with parallel algorithms (Section I), vector architecture (Section II), performance testing (Section VI), and specific supercomputers such as Cray Research's CRAY-1, (Section III), Control Data's Cyber 200 Series (Section IV), and the recently cancelled Burroughs Scientific Processor (Section V). The author welcomes readers to submit additional recent references in any of the aforementioned areas.

The oral presentation will focus attention on point-by-point comparisons of the CRAY-1 and Cyber 205. Emphasis will be placed on those attributes which directly affect the design and implementation of mathematical software for such supercomputers. Also, results will be presented from a variety of performance studies involving the CRAY-1, IBM 3033, and several other computer systems.


II. Computer Architecture Considerations


III. Cray Research's CRAY-1


IV. Control Data's Cyber 200 Series


3. Control Data Corporation, CDC Cyber 200/Model 205 Technical Description, Control Data Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota, November 1980.


10. Lincoln, M. R., "It's Really Not as Much Fun Building a Supercomputer as It Is Simply Inventing One," High


V. Burroughs Scientific Processor

VI. Some Performance Testing and benchmark Results
7. Gentzsch, W., C. Weiland, and D. Miller - Richards, Possibilities and Problems with the Application of
Vector Computers as Shown by the Numerical Processing of Several Physical Flow Problems, Report, German Research and Testing Establishment for Aerospace (DFVLR), April 2, 1980.


The Use of Extensible Languages for Mathematical Software

A Case Study

L. M. Delves

Department of Computational & Statistical Science
University of Liverpool, Liverpool, England

1. What and Why

GEM 2 is a general program for the solution of elliptic partial differential equations

\[-\nabla (A(x)f(x)) + B(x)f(x) + Cg(x).\nabla f = g(x) \]  

subject to a variety of boundary conditions, over arbitrary bounded or infinite two dimensional regions. It was written in the extensible language Algol 68, and this paper outlines the advantages of this approach. These depend strongly on the ability within this language to define not only new modes, but operators on these modes; and to include absolutely anything inside a structure, and to deliver absolutely anything as the result of a procedure. The advantages which accrue include:

a) Ease of writing. The program is written in terms of objects: lines, elements, differential equations, boundary conditions; which are natural to the mathematical problem.

b) Ease of debugging. These same features make it easy (well, easier) to locate and remove bugs.

c) Provision of a natural user interface is also simplified; it is possible to let the user see the highest level structures directly, and to provide a convenient and natural language in which he can describe his problem. We believe that GEM 2 is easier to use than any other PDE package; this is achieved without any pre-processor being required.

d) Extensibility. Equation (1) may represent a single or a set of coupled equations, with real or complex (scalar or vector valued) functions A, B, C, g, f.

GEM2 is written in mode-independent form; the underlying field is represented via a predefined mode scal, the choice of this mode determining the class of equations covered:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>mode scal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single real PDE</td>
<td>real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single complex PDE</td>
<td>compl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupled real PDES</td>
<td>ref[ ] real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupled complex PDES</td>
<td>ref[ ] compl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The body of the code is written in terms of the mode scal; the four versions differ only in the provision of a small (e 100 lines) prelude containing declarations of the primitive data type (e.g., mode scal ref[ ] real) and of a few primitive operators on objects of these modes. These features of GEM 2 offer an interesting
demonstration of the use of an extensible language in a non-trivial mathematical software environment; we estimate that they have cut the development costs by a factor of three to five.

2. NOW

GEM 2 implements the Global Element method [1,2]; that is, the given region is subdivided into (a few) elements; these are mapped onto a standard region (a square) and a high-order orthogonal polynomial approximation used within each mapped element. The objects required to implement the method include sides (of elements); elements; \( m_{11} \); differential equation coefficients; differential equations; boundary conditions. Each of these has a corresponding mode declaration in GEM 2. Sample (skeleton) mode declarations include:

```plaintext
mode sidefunc = struct (Union (proc (real) real, proc [ ] real, real) real) func, ref [ ] real params);
mode side = struct [1:3] real position, int mode, [1:2] sidefunc shape);
mode element = struct (ref [ ] int side numbers, variety of other stuff);
```

The effect of these declarations is that elements are described in terms of their edges; and the user has a fairly wide choice of modes of description of a side: Cartesian, polar, or parametric coordinates, with or without parameters. As indicated, the actual structures contain a variety of other useful but more technical bits and pieces; we found it extremely useful during development to be able to add another field to the defining structure and have the appropriate information propagate painlessly through the entire program. Note also (for FASCAL addicts) that we keep procedures inside structures; we cannot imagine writing GEM 2 without this facility. We also make extremely free use of the ability to generate global space dynamically (the "heap"). Unions ("variant records") are used to yield a flexible interface for the user.

3. HOW SUCCESSFUL (was the decision to use Algol 68?)

The answer to this has three aspects:

Q Did it help implementation? A: We are totally hooked.
Q How about runtime efficiency? A: Depends on your implementation; on our computer (ICL 1906S) Algol 68 runs almost as fast as FORTRAN.
Q How easy to use is GEM 2 really? A: Try to judge from the following complete program.

```plaintext
solve \( \nabla^2 U = 0 \) in an L-shaped region with boundary conditions as shown.
```

User program:
```
begin program L shape; describe problem (L shape, 4, 9);
real ab, bc, cd, de, ad; read ((ab, bc, cd, de));
af = ab + cd; fa = bc + df;
point ((newline, "ab bc cd de", ab, bc, cd, de));
[ ] real origin = (bc - fa, -ab, 0, 0) 'c' global,
local origin at corner c;'f'
point a = (fa, 0.0), b = (fa, ab), c = (fa - bc, ab),
\( f = (fa - bc, at) = (0, 0) \), \( f = (0, 0, 0, 0) \);
Triangle (1, (5,6,7), 'c',b,a), origin, 1,2,3, false);
Triangle (2, (7,1,8), c,a,f, origin, 1,2/3, false);
Triangle (3, (8,2,9), c,f,a, origin, 1,2/3, false);
Triangle (4, (9,3,4), c,a,d, origin, 1,2/3, false);
Internal ((7,8,9)); Neumann (11, 3,4,5);
Dirichlet (6, constant 1.0);
Dirichlet (6, constant 0.0);
for n from 3 to 9 do
solve (n, 0, 0, 1);
stabulate (params current value, null defunction, 6,0)
end
```
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1. Introduction

Input/output is one of the most machine-dependent aspects of programming, especially for portable software. The large range of file system capabilities among existing computer systems makes it extremely difficult to avoid idiosyncratic problems in even the most carefully engineered portable systems. A typical solution to this dilemma is to use the 'standard' I/O and file primitives defined in the language in which the portable system is written [itan78]. In Fortran, for example, it is common practice to use only the forms of the I/O statements defined in the ANSI standard, and to use verifiers that aid in the detection of non-standard constructs [gpp74]. Another approach is to define a small set of relatively low-level I/O routines that can be easily implemented and can model the capabilities of most commonly available file systems. By funnelling all I/O through these routines, portability problems are isolated in their machine-dependent implementation. The software described in this work is evidence of the success of this approach.

A problem with these traditional approaches is that they invariably sacrifice capability and efficiency for portability. Designs based on these approaches tend to have only the 'lowest common denominator' in capabilities of the intended host systems, such as sequential I/O to character files of restricted names. Enhancements may of course be added, but at the expense of an increase in implementation complexity and a reduction in portability.

The heart of the problem with traditional approaches to portable I/O systems lies in their attempt to manipulate highly machine-dependent objects—host machine files and file names. This paper describes a portable file system that makes files and their names machine-independent. The most important advantage of this approach is that I/O is not limited by the target systems. For example, capabilities such as random access, multiple access, and automatic expansion of files, which are absent in some commercial operating systems, are provided by the portable file system.

The portable file system—PFS for short—is the combination of a portable file directory system [han80b] and a portable I/O system [han80b]. It provides machine-independent files and file names, a hierarchical directory structure in which to organize files, and a set of directory manipulation and I/O primitives. The directory structure and primitivies are similar to the structure and primitives of the UNIX [cal74] file system. The PFS is, in large part, a portable implementation of the UNIX file system. It is packaged as a set of RAfT [ker75] and hence Fortran) functions and subroutines, which is loaded with the program or system that uses it. The implementation techniques are similar to those used in UNIX [bel78] and are described in [han80b] and [han80b].

2. Directories

The directory structure in the PFS is a rooted tree structure in which the leaves are files or directories and the nodes are directories. A directory is simply a list of files and directories. The root of the tree is denoted by '/', and files and directories are denoted by their 'path', which specifies their absolute position in the tree.

A path is composed of the names of the nodes from the root to the desired file or directory. The path components are separated by slashes, e.g., '/source/pts/alloc.rat'. The names '.', and '..' refer, respectively, to the directory itself, and to its immediate ancestor. These names may be used as path components, providing an explicit means of using the structural properties of the tree. If a file name does not begin with '/', it is taken to be rooted at the 'current directory'. For example, if the current directory is at '/source/pts', the name 'alloc.rat' refers to '/source/pts/alloc.rat'. Files and directories are equivalent with the exception that directories cannot be written by the user.

The primitives that deal exclusively with the directory of a file are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primitive</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chdir</td>
<td>change current directory to name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>link</td>
<td>make a link to name1 named name2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mkdir</td>
<td>make a directory named name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rmdir</td>
<td>remove directory named name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stat</td>
<td>return information about file name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current directory is changed by chdir. link establishes alternate names for a file. Directories are created by mkdir and, once empty, are deleted by rmdir. Information about a file (or directory), such as its size and date of creation, is returned by stat.

3. Primitives

A PFS file is similar to a file in UNIX and may be thought of as a finite sequence of characters or bytes. The PFS is insensitive to the range of byte values, so it can accommodate both 'binary' and 'character' files. Primitives are provided to create, delete, and open files, and to read and write characters anywhere within a file. Files are as large as is necessary to accommodate what is written to them, but are otherwise featureless. The basic primitives are summarized in Table II. Most primitives return a value indicating the success or failure of the operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primitive</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fd = fopen(name,mode)</td>
<td>open file name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fd = fwrite(name,mod)</td>
<td>create and open file name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close(fd)</td>
<td>close a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = fread(buffer,count,fd)</td>
<td>read from a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = fwrite(buffer,count,fd)</td>
<td>write to a file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppos = fpset(offset,type,fd)</td>
<td>position ' I/O pointer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove(name)</td>
<td>delete file name</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Existing files are opened for I/O by fopen. The argument name is the name of the file and mode is READ, WRITE, READWRITE, or APPEND and indicates how the file is to be accessed. If the file exists, fopen returns a 'file descriptor', which may be thought of as a 'handle' that is used to access an opened file. Descriptors are similar in concept to channel numbers or Fortran unit numbers. Their values are never inspected explicitly but are passed to other primitives to indicate the opened file on which they should operate.

New files are created by fwrite, which creates the named file and opens it as if fopen had been called. If the file already exists, it is truncated to zero length and opened.

Opened files are closed by fclose(fd).

Data transfer to and from opened files is performed by fread and fwrite. fread reads 'up to count characters from the opened file indicated by the file descriptor fd into buffer. It returns the number of characters actually read, which may be 0 when the end of the file is reached. fwrite writes count characters from buffer to the file indicated by fd. Writing beyond the current size of the file is permitted, and the file is automatically extended to accommodate what is written to it. For symmetry with fread, fwrite returns the number of characters actually written.

An ' I/O pointer' is associated with each opened file and is advanced by fread and fwrite. It can be repositioned by fpos according to the values of offset and type. If type is 0, offset specifies a position relative to the beginning of the file; if type is 1, offset specifies a position relative to the end of the file; and if type is 2, offset specifies a position relative to the current position of the file. fpos returns the previous position of the file.

Files are deleted by remove. Deletion of opened files and files with aliases is permitted; the file is actually deleted upon the removal of the last reference to it. After deletion, all space occupied for the file is available for reuse.
4. Conclusions
The portable file system provides a machine-independent concept of file and primitive that offer greater flexibility than is found in many operating systems. It is typically more efficient than the traditional approach to portable file systems. For example, measurements on a DEC VAX and Cyber 175 show a 25-35 percent improvement over Fortran I for sequential character files.

Perhaps the best characterization of PFS is an abstract data type 'file.' It provides a data structure, file, and a set of operations on that structure. This characterization clarifies the important difference between the PFS approach and traditional approaches, which attempt to provide a set of operations on unspecified and highly machine-dependent data structures—host machine files.
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TOOLPACK- A Collection of Tools for Mathematical Software

Leon Osterweil
Department of Computer Science
University of Colorado at Boulder
Boulder, Colorado 80309

Introduction
TOOLPACK is a cooperative project involving researchers at Argonne National Laboratory, Bell Telephone Laboratories, International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries, Inc., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Numerical Algorithms Group, Ltd., Purdue University, University of California at Santa Barbara, and University of Colorado, as well as the participating institutions. TOOLPACK has as its objective the conveyance of strong comprehensive tool support to programmers who are writing, testing, and analyzing mathematical software. Hence it must provide strong support for documentation, testing, and verification, as well as such code creation activities as editing.

A wide variety of tools will be built and adapted to support these activities. It is expected that these tools will be distributed in the TOOLPACK environment.

1. The mathematical software whose writing, testing, and analysis is to be supported is to be written in a dialect of Fortran 77, which shall be carefully chosen to span the needs of all users and to be easy to understand and use. They borrow heavily from the terminology used by programmers in creating and testing code, and conceal the sophistication of the tool mechanisms needed to effect the results desired by the user.

2. TOOLPACK is to be designed to provide cost-effective support for the analysis and transportability of programs whose length is up to 5000 lines of source text. TOOLPACK may be less effective in supporting larger projects.

3. TOOLPACK is to be designed to provide cost-effective support for the analysis and transportability of programs whose length is up to 10,000 lines of source text. TOOLPACK may be less effective in supporting larger projects.

4. TOOLPACK will support users working in either batch or interactive mode, but may offer stronger support to interactive users.
B. User Visible File System Entities

In order to encourage and facilitate the preceding view of TOOLPACK, the system will support the naming, indexing, retrieval, and manipulation of the following classes of entities which should be considered to be the basic objects of TOOLPACK:

1. Program units:
   A TOOLPACK program unit (PU) is the same as a Fortran program unit, except that TOOLPACK will require a number of representations of the program unit other than the source code (e.g., the corresponding token list and parse tree).

2. Execution Units:
   Any set of TOOLPACK program units which the user chooses to designate can be grouped into a TOOLPACK execution unit (EU).

3. Test Data Collections:
   A TOOLPACK test data collection (TDC) is a collection of test data sets to be used in exercising one or more TOOLPACK execution units.

4. Options Packets:
   A TOOLPACK options packet (OP) is a set of directives specifying which of the many anticipated options are to be in force for a particular invocation of a particular TOOLPACK tool.

G. The TOOLPACK Command Language

The exact syntax for the TOOLPACK integrated tool collection command language has not been established and is still under study. Currently we are in a position, however, to specify much of the semantic content of this language.

The proposed TOOLPACK command set is based to divide logical into four parts: file system management commands, edit (synthesis) commands, tool application (analysis) commands, and personal commands.

1. File System Manipulation
   These will facilitate the creation, deletion, renaming and general maintenance of TOOLPACK files.

2. Edit (synthesis)
   These commands would summon special purpose editors designed to facilitate the manipulation, examination and alteration of the contents of the various TOOLPACK file system entities.

3. Tool Invocation (Analysis)
   These commands invoke the functions which are at the heart of the reason for the TOOLPACK project — namely the facilitation of documentation, testing, verification, transportation, and source program entity (CPE) analysis. These are being taken to make them easy to understand and use. In an important sense, the rest of the TOOLPACK command language has been designed so as to make these tool invocations straightforward.

   a. FORMAT
      Invocation of this command causes a named program unit to be taken as input to the TOOLPACK Formatting package.

   b. STRUCTURE
      Invocation of this command causes a named program unit to be taken as input to the TOOLPACK structuring package.

   c. ANALYZE
      Invocation of this command results in the static analysis of the entity named. If the entity is a program unit then single unit analysis will be performed. If the entity is an execution unit then each program unit will be analyzed individually and integration analysis will also be performed.

   An options packet may be specified by the user. This packet is used to specify a level of thoroughness which will cause analysis to stop as far as the lexical level, the syntactic level, the static semantic level or the dynamic flow level. If this specification is omitted the TOOLPACK system will use default option (probably full data flow analysis).

The results of this analysis will be placed into an entity-attribute-relational data base which will then be available for browsing, for use as the basis for report generation, or for use as the basis for report generation tools whose goal would be the creation of superior documentation.

   d. EXECUTE TEST
      Invocation of this command results in the dynamic test execution of a collection of test data sets by a specified execution unit. The test data sets comprising the test data collection are fed into the execution module derived from the execution unit one at a time, with results being used to build an execution history data base. This data base would be used to supply answers to user-posed questions as well as reports needed for documentation purposes.

The user may optionally specify a test options packet whose purpose is to select and specify which of the numerous execution monitoring options are to be employed during the execution module. The power and flexibility of the dynamic test monitoring system is to be considerable (see [Fehl 81]). This is deemed to be necessary, but is also considered to be a serious problem in that a casual novice user may be intimidated by the variety of available choices. Hence it is proposed that a set of standard Test Options Packets (TOP's) be prepared by the builders of the dynamic test monitoring system and stored permanently in the TOOLPACK file system. Users could select from among these, tailor them to individual needs by using the TOP editor, or create their own TO °s from scratch. One of the standard TOP's would be configured to be the default TOP, enabling the user to do useful dynamic testing without needing to specify any TOP.

4. Perusal
   TOOLPACK will ultimately contain tools to facilitate the examination of the various entities in the TOOLPACK file system. This abstract has already mentioned various special purpose editors, part of whose purpose will be to facilitate examination of the user-posed question: as well as reports for runners of these tools in early releases of TOOLPACK.

D. Implementation Plans and Schedule

The TOOLPACK integrated tool collection is scheduled for public release in January 1983. Preliminary release will be sometime during 1982. Individual tools will be made available immediately.
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SOFTOOL 80
A METHODOLOGY AND
INTEGRATED COLLECTION OF TOOLS
FOR SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT, DEVELOPMENT,
AND MAINTENANCE

by

EDWARD MEHLSCHAU
SOFTOOL CORPORATION
340 SOUTH KELLOGG AVE.
GOLETA, CALIF. 93117

SOFTOOL 80 is a methodology and an integrated
collection of tools that addresses the entire
software development process. Release I of
SOFTOOL 80 addresses the programming phase of
software development (i.e., the portion of the
software development life cycle that begins after
a detailed design document has been generated and
continues to the point where a complete, deliver-
able software product has been produced).
Forthcoming releases of SOFTOOL 80 address the
remaining portions of the software life cycle.
This paper outlines a subset of SOFTOOL 80
Release I that provides a powerful environment
for the development of mathematical software.

SELECTED TOOLS

The AUDITOR:

The AUDITOR is a software product that automati-
cally documents Fortran programs for deviations
from a user-defined standard, poor programming
practices, and non-portable code.

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
definition of Fortran is used by the AUDITOR as a
baseline or default standard. A user can defin-
any standard desired by instructing the AUDITOR
to allow extensions to the ANSI definition. The
AUDITOR incorporates a powerful compile-time
diagnostic capability equal or superior to that
of the best commercial compilers. The messages
generated can be classified into six categories:

1. Error Messages -- definite violations of
   the standard.
2. Warning Messages -- potential violations
   of the standard.
3. Portability Messages -- program
   transferability problems.
4. Documentation Messages -- program
   documentation.
5. Confirmation Messages -- completion of
   documentation indication.
6. System Messages -- internal system
   information.

The INSTRUMENTERS:

Under SOFTOOL 80, Fortran programs are instru-
mented for three different purposes: tracing,
testing, and optimization. The TRACING INSTRUMENTERS
generate profiles that indicate the levels (i.e.,
routines, statement) and the path traversed by the
program flow of control during execution. The
TESTING INSTRUMENTERS generate profiles that
indicate the coverage and effectiveness of test
runs. The OPTIMIZATION INSTRUMENTERS generate
profiles that pinpoint the most time-consuming
sections of code in a system.

The INTERFACE DOCUMENTER:

The purpose of the INTERFACE DOCUMENTER is to
generate clear, up-to-date, and complete docu-
mentation of all interfaces between object modules.
Reports produced include:

1. A complete cross reference of all symbols
   defined or referenced in the object
   modules which were input to the tool.
2. A list of all symbols referenced but
   not included in the modules input to
   the tool for analysis.
3. A list of all symbols not referenced by
   any of the modules processed by the tool.
4. A summary of the interconnections and the
   lengths of all the object modules processed
   by the tool.
5. A summary of all recursion that occurred in
   the modules input to the tool.
6. Two optional reports known as explosion
   and implosion. Explosion displays the
   hierarchical structure of all symbols
   referenced, directly or indirectly, by a
   user specified symbol. In other words,
   explosion displays the subsystem referenced
   by the specified symbol. Implosion, on the
   other hand, shows the hierarchical structure
   of all symbols that reference the given
   symbol.

The PRODUCTIVITY LIBRARY:

The PRODUCTIVITY LIBRARY allows the user to
interactively define high level data structures
and provides a set of primitives for manipulating
and searching the defined data structures from
the user program. Range checking and dynamic
flow analysis can also be specified for the user-
defined data structures. With range checking the
user may specify values that data structure items
are allowed to assume. Dynamic flow analysis
allows the user to specify allowable flow transitions
for a given item in a data structure.
The objective of this paper is to outline a subset of the tools available under SOFTOOL 80” \* Release I. These tools act as a fine sieve, forming an environment for the development of mathematical software that eliminates a large class of potential problems. These problems would otherwise manifest themselves at a later time as "bugs".

The tools available under SOFTOOL 80” Release I that were not described in this paper include:

- short-hand language
- structured language
- source code documenters
- dynamic memory managers
- tutorials

1. Introduction.

We summarize here a support environment useful for the development of software tools, described more fully in [1]. There are five components: I/O Primitives, filing system, working storage manager, symbol table manager and lexer / parser. The working storage manager, filing system and I/O primitives collaborate to provide a segmented virtually addressable storage access method similar to the Multics environment: a user program can "directly address just those items it needs from the extensive on-line data files, so that each reference to such items can (in the logical sense) be a single operation. The actual reference need not be preceded by an input/output system request to input a (partial copy of the) file, nor be followed by an input / output system request to output the altered information to its original location." [2]

2. I/O Primitives.

The primary function of the I/O primitives is to provide a transportable and efficient interface to the idiosyncrasies of various operating systems. Software tools require services provided by sequential character input and output devices such as keyboards and printers, and sequential and direct access storage devices.

To provide efficiency, access to sequential storage devices is asynchronous and double buffered; the details of the provision of such efficiency are hidden inside the primitives charged with providing such functions. Operating system services providing synchronous and asynchronous access to direct access storage devices, and services required for synchronization of the primitives with operation of the devices are used to provide efficient direct access.

3. Filing System.

The filing system is responsible for storing and organizing representations of program units, and tables required by higher level tools. The filing system allows the user to express relations between objects. The user, for example, is allowed (encouraged!) to declare that a program consists of a related collection of subprograms, etc. The operating environment of the filing system is provided by the I/O primitives and the working storage manager.

A simple model of the filing system is a road map (of one way roads). An object is accessed by specifying an ordered list of "roads" to be traversed to proceed from a standard starting place to the desired object. A collection of objects is denoted by a path to some part of the road map from which the collection, but only the collection, may be reached. The road map is represented as a directed graph. Roads are represented by edges in the graph. Intersections of roads, and objects in the filing system, are represented by vertices in the graph.

4. Working Storage Manager.

The working storage manager operates in the environment provided by the I/O primitives and the filing system, and in turn provides important features of the environment needed by those tools. The primary function of the working storage manager is to provide space to other tools, and recover that space when it is no longer needed. Any significant restriction of the amount of space available to a high level tool is not acceptable. The working storage manager is therefore also responsible for providing the illusion of unlimited storage capacity.

Providing the illusion of unlimited storage capacity is usually accomplished by the use of a hierarchical storage system, where frequently used data are retained in main storage, and infrequently used data are retained on secondary storage. There is a correspondence between addressing spaces managed by the working storage manager, and objects in the filing system. The filing system is used for the secondary storage medium required to provide the illusion of unlimited storage capacity. In return, information in the filing system is accessed as though it were stored in the main memory, rather than by the direct use of I/O primitives. This mechanism imposes very little overhead.
5. Symbol Table Manager.

The symbol table is logically divided into three parts: a local symbol table for each program unit, describing local characteristics of variables, constants, labels, control structures and other objects; a global symbol table for each program unit and collection of program units describing interface information for each program unit and the relations between calling and called subprograms; and a language symbol table describing such objects as keywords, intrinsic functions, and spelled operators.

Access to objects in the symbol tables is provided by functions, which should be expanded in line rather than called. These functions assume the object to be accessed is in main memory - an illusion provided by the working storage manager.

6. Lexer/Parser.

The lexer and parser are usually assumed to be separate tools. But a Fortran lexer may be made significantly simpler if the parser is available to give it advice. The integration of the lexer and parser does not impose an unbearable storage penalty on applications needing only lexical analysis.

The lexer / parser is controlled by tables, stored in the standard filing system, and accessed by the working storage manager. This allows one to let a parser to accept several dialects of Fortran, preprocessor dialects, or commands, depending on the tables used to control its operation.

All input to and output from the lexer / parser is accomplished by the working storage manager. If the source text is not an object in the filing system, the working storage manager provides the illusion that it is. At the conclusion of analysis, the source text may be retained in the filing system if desired, even if it was not originally an object in the filing system. All other products of the analysis may also be stored in the filing system as desired.

7. References.
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A Method for Constructing Preprocessors

Daniel L. Boley, William D. Gropp, and Marvin M. Theimer

Many programming and command languages provide only limited features and painful user-interfaces (e.g., Fortran and JCL). Preprocessors are programs that can extend and reformat such languages using translation techniques akin to compilers. They can be valuable tools in the development of mathematical software. However, writing a preprocessor can be a time-consuming task.

We present a method for quickly constructing a preprocessor from a formal description of the language to be translated. We first discuss the properties to expect from a good preprocessor. We then describe how we used existing techniques to achieve these goals. We present an example of a FORTRAN preprocessor constructed by our system.

A good preprocessor should have the following properties:

- It must be easy to write the preprocessor correctly, and it should perform reasonably efficiently.
- Error reporting should be part of the documentation where possible, not just an addendum.
- It should be easy to modify the language accepted by the preprocessor.
- There must be the capability to escape back to the base language.
- The preprocessor will have to be portable.

- The generated output code should be reasonably efficient and readable.

To achieve these goals, we make the following recommendations. First, a pseudo-compiler approach should be taken. This provides a modular framework employing a scanner module to recognize input tokens or symbols, a parser module to recognize the syntax of the language, a semantic package to generate the desired output, and an error package to handle error recovery.

Second, the input language should be formally specified using a syntax grammar with attached semantic actions. This provides a concise, easily modifiable description of the language which fits nicely into the pseudo-compiler approach.

Third, the above choices along with the type of capabilities usually desired imply that the most difficult parts of the preprocessor can be written using well-established tools and techniques.

Finally, use the simplest approach possible. Unless available as a package, a more powerful technique may yield very little advantage.

As an example of an actual implementation of these ideas we present the choices made for our implementation of an extended Fortran preprocessor for Fortran.
Scannet:
Our scanner is "hand-built". We considered using a scanner generator package to automatically generate a scanner routine; however, a suitable package was not easily available. Since most preprocessor scanners are very simple, it is often true that a hand-built version is sufficient and can be constructed quickly.

Parser:
A table-driven parser was built. This kind of parser is small, fast, and allows easy modification of the input grammar. Of the two main techniques in use (LL and LR) we chose the less powerful LL one. The reasons for this were that an LL parser is easier to create and makes certain types of error recovery easier. The fact that this technique cannot handle as large a class of languages as LR was of no real concern since it can handle the type of input languages that most preprocessors are oriented towards.

Semantic package:
This section of the preprocessor was again hand-tailored to the application. This is primarily because we know of no practical technique which allows a formalization of this area. However, by using a scheme of grammar attached semantic actions, it is possible to divide up the tasks of the semantic package into small, manageable pieces.

Error package:
By using an LL parsing technique it is possible to automatically detect, report, and recover from syntactic errors in an input program. Unfortunately, semantic errors in a program must still be handled in an ad-hoc fashion (this is also true for an LR parser).

In summary, our basic attitude was to follow a pseudo-compiler approach using whatever tools or techniques were available or easy to implement.

Currently we have an extended version of the original infor preprocessor of Kernighan and Plauger implemented using our approach. The final version will include the following extensions:
- data structures, foremost of which are records and variable-origin arrays.
- an output code format that is as readable as possible.
- various special operators, including array-based operators.
- execution time profiler to allow easy invocation of timing statements.
- free-format I/O.

Some other preprocessors that could be constructed with this method are:
- a preprocessor for the IBM VM operating system command language.
- a PDR language on top of Fortran. For example, this language could be oriented towards convenient specification of mesh refinement programs.
- an array language, perhaps oriented toward optimizing code produced for a specific vector machine. (Preprocessed constructs allow for painless insertion of assembly-level language.)
- a front-end interface for large mathematical software packages.

A Mutation Analysis of Numerical Software
M.A. Hennef, J.J. Riddell and M.R. Woodward
Dept. Computational & Statistical Science
University of Liverpool
Liverpool L69 3BX, U.K.

One convincing way to demonstrate that a particular program contains no errors is to generate systematically all the possibilities and then demonstrate that the test data can detect them all. A more realistic approach is advocated by De Millo [1] who have constructed an interpretive system to generate many simple errors, e.g. errors in individual lexemes, in such a way that each error is effectively inserted in its own copy of the original program. These copies with seeded errors are known as "mutant programs". The idea is then to construct test data which will kill all the mutant programs by showing incorrect output data. Mutants which are equivalent to the original programs will, of course, remain live.

There are a number of problems with this approach, one of which is the enormous number of mutants which might be generated. For instance, for a thirty line program, fifteen hundred mutants is a realistic possibility and the number of mutants grows roughly with the square of the length of the program. Therefore, a specialized system (such as that of [1]) is required for practical use.

However, there are various subsets of mutants, not necessarily exclusive, which may be of particular interest and for these subsets the number of generated mutants may be manageable in a conventional compile and runtime system. The authors have built a mutation system which utilizes a standard editor together with compilers and run-time systems for FORTRAN, COBOL and ALCOL66.

In this paper we describe our experiences using the FORTRAN version of the mutation system to analyse the adequacy of the test data sets for a number of numerical routines.

We have analysed three subsets of mutants. The first subset is that arising from the relational operators. From a statistical analysis [2] of numerical software we know that, on average, there will be eight relational operators per routine, and, since each relational operator can be replaced by five alternatives, we obtain a total of about forty mutants per routine. The subset is therefore manageable and is also of interest, since testing the predicates is one of the more difficult aspects of path testing, particularly if the predicates are complex.
The test data adequacy of (4) is defined as

\[
A_1 = \frac{\text{number of dead mutants}}{\text{total number of mutants}}
\]

We have measured the test data adequacy for a number of NAG routines and the average value of \(A_1\) for these routines is 0.66 (with a standard deviation of 0.22). Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to distinguish the equivalent programs from the remaining live mutants, so the adequacy of the test data may be substantially higher than this measure indicates. Our results show that conventional test data, which does not achieve particularly good coverage in terms of, say, the TER metrics of [3], nevertheless does tend to detect simple errors in the relational operators.

The second subset is the control flow mutants. Mutants are created which affect the flow of control, such entities are:

a) negating the relational operators and logical values
b) replacing labels in each computed GOTO and arithmetic IF by permutations of the other labels
c) incrementing the upper index of DO loops

test data to detect these errors will in general need to achieve coverage ratios close to \(TER_2 = 1.0\), although \(TER_1 = 1.0\) does not need to be satisfied. This is due to the logical IFs, since, for example, only one leg of an IF-THEN-ELSE construct would need to be executed to detect a negated predicate. The results for this subset yield an average \(A_2\) ratio of 0.57 (standard deviation 0.27) for the routines tested. A more detailed inspection of the results, however, reveals that this ratio is boosted by a high percentage of dead mutants in category a) (averaging 88%) compared to the relatively low percentages of dead mutants in categories b) and c) (averaging about 40% in each case). Hence, these results indicate that, on the whole, errors in the arithmetic IFs, computed GOTOs and DO loops are not easily found with conventional test data sets.

The third set are the relational operators and arithmetic IFs which determine the inclusive boundaries of the input data domains. These are the relational operators involving inequality, i.e. \(\neq\), \(\neq\), \(\leq\), \(\geq\), and also the zero case of the arithmetic IF. Results obtained for this subset lead to an average \(A_3\) ratio of 0.64 (standard deviation 0.22) for the routines tested. Again the relatively high percentage of dead mutants in the relational operators (approximately 65%) dominates the percentage of dead mutants in the arithmetic IFs (approximately 26%). This indicates that providing test data for these domain boundaries is not a common occurrence.

From this work we can conclude that a limited mutation analysis, concentrating on particular subsets which demonstrate a specific testing strategy, is a worthwhile activity. The cost of the exercise, being of the order of fifty runs per numerical routine, is acceptable, although it must be noted that this cost rises if the initial test data adequacy is low. Our experiments show that when mutants are dead the differences between correct and incorrect output tend to appear in the first 30% of the output. This possibly shows that testers tend to put special cases and other tricky data first and more general cases last. The effect, however, is beneficial to an automatic comparator. With the provision of a specialized mutation system a dramatic cost reduction can be obtained or a wider class of mutant be considered.

[1] De Millo, R.A., Lipton, R.J. and Sayward, F.G.,
Hints on test data selection: help for the practicing programmer.

[2] Hennell, M.A. and Prudom, A.,
A Static Analysis of the NAG Library.
IBM Transactions on Software Engineering, Vol 6, No. 4, pp.329-339,
July 1980.

Experience with Path Analysis and Testing of Programs.
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, Vol 6, No. 3, pp.278-286,
May 1980.

[4] Burns, J.E.,
Stability of Test Data From Program Mutation
Digest for the Workshop on Software Testing & Test Documentation,
A COURSE ON MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE

A. K. Cline

University of Texas at Austin

During the four academic years ending in 1981, a one
semester course in mathematical software construction
has been offered by the Computer Sciences Department
at the University of Texas at Austin. Although origi-
nally offered at a graduate level, a modified version
has been offered three times for undergraduate students.
Those electing the course include students interested
in scientific programming as a profession as well as
mathematics, engineering, and science students who
seek to improve their programming skills.

Purpose:
The course purposes are to acquaint students with
advanced programming topics and the theory of quality
software implementation and to allow students to gain
practical experience working on a group project
involving organizing, coding, and testing a package
of mathematical software subprograms.

Prerequisite:
Students are first required to have an interest in
programming for technical applications. A basic
knowledge of FORTRAN is assumed as well as mathe-
matics at the calculus level. A course in numerical
methods is not required but may be so in the future
since many examples in the lectures on programming
methodology require familiarity with basic numerical
algorithms such as Gaussian elimination and linear
interpolation.

Text:
The lecture material in the course has been obtained
from the author's experience and follows no published
text. However, several short paperbacks are recom-

Ledgard, H. F., Programming Proverbs for FORTRAN
Programmers, Hayden, 1975.

Kreitzberg, C. B., and B. Schneiderman, The Elements
of FORTRAN Style, Harcourt, brace, Javanovich,
1972.

Format:
Until the final several weeks of the semester, the
class meets three times per week for lectures. The
lectures cover programming methodology and background
material for the group project. These topics are
described in greater detail below. Only occasional
lectures are given at the end of the course as students
complete their projects and meet individually or in
groups with the instructor for criticism of their work.

Prior to the formation of the group, a short program-
ing assignment is given to the class. This assign-
mmt has been the coding and testing of a simple
module to form a triangulation of the points
in the plane and modules for interpolation based
upon this triangulation. Several simplifying assump-
tions are made to avoid overconcern with mathematical
details of the algorithm as opposed to the software
implementation. These assumptions include ignoring
the possibility of any collinearity of the points in
the plane and, for the purpose of the smooth inter-
polation, that first partial derivative values are
available from the user as well as function values.

This provides a good mix of mathematical
and computer science problems.

A purpose of the course being to gain experience in
software construction, and not necessarily the research
level discovery of new algorithms; students are given
a design of the package and brief descriptions of
the algorithms. It is felt that this simulates well
the situation in which a programmer is implementing
the theory developed by another. It also allows
lectures and class discussions on the algorithms
with respect to their qualities.

A final examination is given with the intention of
testing the lecture material on programming methodo-
logy which was not applied in the project.

Lecture Topics:
Initially a review of the usage of the local system
is presented and a discussion of the project and
the algorithms for its modules. The vocabulary of
quality software is then described: applicability,
usability, efficiency, clarity, portability, modifi-
ability, modularity, and flexibility. With each
characteristic examples are given and the importance
(or unimportance) of problem areas is considered.
The area of portability is explored in detail. The
methodology for the testing of software and the design
of software receive several lectures apiece (and are
applied to the project). Several lectures on clever
programming practices (e.g., decomposition of work space,
portable handling of mathematical constants, actions in
error situations, timing of code) are given. Finally,
several miscellaneous topics are covered: a brief
introduction to scientific computer graphics, including
the use of the NCAR graphics package, various approaches
to software documentation, and the 1977 FORTRAN standard.
MOVING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS TO A MINICOMPUTER

G. CIONI, A. MIOLA, A. TRUFFI
Istituto di Analisi dei Sistemi ed Informatica
Via Buonarroti 12, 00185 ROMA (ITALY)

In the last few years a well shaped phenomenon has been observed in the computer field: the cost of software production and maintenance is very high with respect to the total cost of a computing system and it is still growing during this time.

Therefore it seems to be appropriate to use all the available software as much as possible respect to its portability, modularity and documentation. At the same time the new software is going to be designed and implemented according to the software engineering rules [1,2].

The use of a minicomputer, together with the decreasing use of time-sharing system on large computers, quite often presents the need to move software systems from a medium-large computer to a minicomputer.

This operation involves quite expensive transformations on the available software, while the quality of the final result, as far as the efficiency is concerned, is not foreseen.

In order to gain as much confidence as possible in the transferring process an "a priori" analysis is necessary and helpful.

This paper actually presents the design and the implementation of procedures which supply informations on how to move software systems to a given minicomputer.

We will refer in this paper to software system organized as a library of programs, where a single program may also use other programs of the library as its subprograms. We call this organization System of Programs (SP). Generally a SP can also be seen as a collection of several moduli, each of which is itself a set of programs belonging to the library. If a modulus accomplishes a specific, well defined function, it is a subsystem of the given SP. We call this modulus Independent Subsystem (IS).

Therefore if a SP is represented as a tree an IS is a subtree of the given tree.

If the SP has been designed to be quite flexible and portable there is the possibility for the user to define the dimensions of the current data. Therefore a variable storage space is associated to each SP, together with a fixed storage space which is used for the local variables of the different programs. We denote the variable storage as SPACE and the fixed space by LOCAL.

In the following we will refer to SP implemented in a programming language that uses static memory allocation. For instance FORTRAN.

Examples of SP to be considered are the symbolic and algebraic computation system SAC-1 [4,3] and the Harwell Subroutines Library [6]. Both these systems have been implemented in standard FORTRAN, they are portable, modular and very well documented.

In order to make a SP running on a computer which has less memory respect to the computer which the given SP was built for, one of the following techniques could be used:
- overlay of programs
- splitting of the SP into several IS
- reduction of the maximum size for SPACE
- programs segmentation.

Actually these techniques may also be used all together, or in any combination.

For each SP we have to figure out the total amount of words

\[ \text{words} = \text{COD}(\text{SP}) + \text{LOCAL}(\text{SP}) + \text{SPACE}(\text{SP}) \]

to put our SP on the given computer, where \( \text{COD}(\text{SP}) \) is the number of words of the object code of SP. The quantity \( \text{FIX}(\text{SP}) = \text{COD}(\text{SP})+\text{LOCAL}(\text{SP}) \) is fixed for the given SP, while \( \text{SPACE}(\text{SP}) \) is a variable quantity.

If we want use an overlay techniques we also need the tree structure representing all the calling relations between subroutines of SP, and again the total amount of words.

In general if \( M \) is the size of the given computer memory available to the SP we must check the quantity

\[ D = M - \text{FIX}(\text{SP}) \]

In order to get all the need informations to test, we can certainly use the compiler of the SP implementation language, for instance FORTRAN, available on the given computer.

An automatic procedure has been designed to accomplish all the tests already described.
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Tailoring Mathematical Software for the CRAY-1
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Any new computer brought into the stable of a major computer complex offers special challenges to those who are responsible for developing and maintaining large mathematical software libraries. If these libraries are expected to execute on several different computers, as they usually are, they should be portable. Unfortunately, portability is often in conflict with efficiency: portability dictates that code be common to several different computers while efficiency suggests tailoring code to the specifications of the individual computers.

The CRAY-1 computer is especially challenging in terms of reconciling portability with efficiency. Hardware vector arithmetic instructions must be utilized to reap the benefits of highly efficient code on the CRAY-1. Standard FORTRAN codes will compile and execute on the CRAY-1 with little or no modification. The FORTRAN compiler, CFT, does an admirable job of generating vector instructions for certain vector DO loops. In order to approach the maximum speed of the CRAY-1, it is necessary to rewrite some of the FORTRAN code and, often, to use the Cray Assembler Language (CAL). In order to approach the maximum speed of the computer for some problems, quite different algorithms must be considered. However, in this paper we assume that any required redesign has been accomplished.

If the code in question is modular, it is often fairly easy to identify those parts which should be specially coded. The CFT compiler can identify which subroutines are requiring most of the CPU time. But an astute programmer is needed to locate the inner loops which are CPU-intensive and to rewrite the FORTRAN code or replace it with calls to CAL-coded subroutines and functions. It is at this stage that the code starts to take on a flavor which is unique to the CRAY-1.

Boeing Computer Services offers mathematical software libraries which are portable, modular and efficient. The primary library, BCSLIB, is available on at least 6 different mainframe computers including the CRAY-1. Several additional libraries also are maintained. The authors are involved in the development of library modules which are specifically designed for the CRAY-1.

This paper contains an overview of their experiences at tailoring mathematical software for the CRAY-1.

There are two fundamental ideas for making effective use of the CRAY-1 arithmetic hardware. First, the operands and results in the innermost loops should be structured into vectors and the computations should be vector-vector or vector-scalar operations such as adding two vectors or multiplying a vector by a scalar. Second, as many as possible of the CRAY-1's independent functional units should be brought to bear on the problem simultaneously. At the FORTRAN level, little can be done to promote a high level of concurrency. Frequently, astounding performance gains can be realized by using general purpose CAL-coded routines such as the BLAS, or by developing special-purpose CAL routines.

The first step in this project was to determine a priority of tasks based on two considerations: what basic numerical problems are most frequently encountered in large-scale scientific computing, and which problems are most amenable to CRAY-1 vectorization? Our first efforts were oriented toward linear algebra problems because they are often the innermost computations of many mathematical models. Furthermore, they are problems for which vector arithmetic instructions can be readily utilized.

We have implemented and evaluated several fundamental linear algebra subprograms, including the BLAS package, several versions of LINPACK and EISPACK, several versions of SPARSPAK, and we have worked with several application codes which have sparse matrix computations in their innermost parts. For example, we considered four versions of LINPACK: the standard FORTRAN version from Argonne National Laboratory, the version provided by Cray Research Inc. with FORTRAN and some CAL-coded, the standard FORTRAN version but with calls to CAL BLAS provided by Cray Research Inc. (CRI), and the standard FORTRAN version with calls to CAL BLAS produced by one of the authors. A brief summary of our results follows.

The CAL-coded versions of the real, single precision BLAS, supplied by CRI as part of their SCILIB scientific applications package, were enhanced, yielding increases in execution speed of 10% to 25%. For example our version of SNRM2 can execute at an asymptotic rate of 140 megaflops compared to the SCILIB version of SNRM2 which executes at an asymptotic rate of 113 megaflops. For comparison a CFT-compiled version of SNRM2 achieves an asymptotic rate of about 36 megaflops.
The SCILIB version of LINPACK differs from the standard version in modifications of code which are better suited for the FORTRAN compiler and in the use of some CAL BLAS. The SCILIB version of SGEFA, an important LINPACK routine, executes in about one third the time required by the standard FORTRAN version. The version using locally developed BLAS outperforms the SCILIB version for matrices larger than 200x200.

Minor modifications to EISPACK to aid the CFT vectorizer and to use the BLAS have dramatic effects on some eigenvalue paths. Throughout EISPACK, the execution rates are degraded considerably for two-dimensional matrices whose leading dimension is a multiple of eight. The degradation is due to memory bank conflicts.

Speedups of 10% to 100% over standard FORTRAN codes can be achieved in sparse matrix factorizations even with little or no vectorization. We achieved such speedups both for problems held in envelope (variable band) format and also for more general and compact storage schemes. These improvements were achieved by replacing some of the innermost loops of key SPARSPAK routines with calls to CAL-coded routines.

In summary, the authors have found that significant speedups can be achieved by tailoring mathematical software to the CRAY-I's specifications. This can be done without affecting the user's program by changing only basic building block routines such as SPARSPAK and other frequently used packages. This approach also achieves a high degree of portability since the basic tools used all have portable FORTRAN equivalents.

FLEXIBILITY IN MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT USING OPTION ARRAYS

by R. J. Hanson
Sandia National Laboratories

F. T. Krogh
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Option List for SL1 ( )

Option Number

1. Solve Ax = b with k > 0 right-side vectors; k=1 is nominal.

2. Solve (transpose of A)y = c with m > 0 right-side vectors.

3. Do not decompose the matrix A; this has already been done. Nominal= the matrix A is decomposed each time SL1 ( ) is called.

4. Provide an option array to SL2 ( ); nominally no option array is provided to SL2 ( ).
Option List for SL2 ( )

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option List</th>
<th>Option Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide column scaling for the matrix A.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute the determinant of $A$ in the form $\det(A) = s \cdot \exp(t)$. Provide the parameters $s$ and $t$ as output values.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t redecompose the matrix $A$; this has already been done.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominally the matrix $A$ is decomposed each time SL2 ( ) is called.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We’ll now give the values for the option array

IOPT(*), that is 1.) reset the number of right sides to zero, and 2.) compute the determinant of $A$ in the form mentioned above. Comments in the right margin clarify the meaning of each entry. Note that the processing for the option arrays is terminated with the reserved option number, 99.

Optional Usage:

DIMENSION W(MDW,N), IOPT(8), ROPT(2), IWORK (N)
(Define matrix $A$ within array $W(*)$.)

| IOPT(01) = 1 | (Option number for SLI( ) to change number of right-side vectors.) |
| IOPT(02) = 0 | (The number of right-side vectors.) |
| IOPT(03) = 4 | (Option number for providing an option array to SL2( ).) |
| IOPT(04) = 6 | (Pointer to start of option array for SL2( ).) |
| IOPT(05) = 99 | (No more options for SLI( ) remain.) |
| IOPT(06) = 2 | (Option number for SLZ() to compute the determinant of A.) |
| IOPT(07) = 1 | (Store $s$ in ROPT(1) and $t$ in the following location.) |
| IOPT(08) = 99 | (No more options for SL2 ( ) remain.) |

CALL SLI (W,HDW,N, IOPT,ROPT,IWORK)

The determinant of $A$ is available in the form $\det(A) = ROPT(1) \cdot \exp(ROPT(2))$ after the return from subprogram SL1( ).

Ideas similar to those presented here are used in [2] and in some of the software in the libraries [3] and [4].

There have been a few important applications where the added flexibility provided by options within the software has saved expensive modifications to existing code. The effect of this has been to save the authors' time and the time of the user while a new programming effort was made. Another significant saving in time that prevented complications for several library users was realized by Krogh. The existing nonlinear least squares subprogram of Ref. [4] was modified to provide for simple bounds on the unknowns. This change was made using a new option number. Users of the previous version of the non-linear least squares subprogram continued to get the same results with the new version, and with the addition of the description for the new option, the old documentation still applied.
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Mechanizing the Maintenance of Source, Object, and Test Results — Or Why Should You Do All the Work?
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The Problem

The production and maintenance of complex computer programs involves an enormous amount of bookkeeping. First, there may be a multiple versions for different reasons:

- During development, errors will be corrected, facilities will be added or deleted, or there may be changes of implementation strategy.
- A program may be made up of almost independent parts, and different subsets of the collection may be provided to different users.
- The same functionality may be provided in more than one environment (different hardware, operating system, or language).

A particular version of a program is specified by a set of data and a set of processing steps to be performed. Some of the data will be fundamental (cannot be recreated automatically), such as program source text entered by humans and data produced by the real world. Other data can be derived, and sometimes stored, by reproducible processing steps applied to fundamental data and already derived data. The derived data may be used for other purposes such as debugging, producing listings, or running the program.
Keeping track of the processing steps and the state of the computation can be a major headache. Operations must be performed in a fixed order with complicated arguments and option specifications. Errors must be considered, and records maintained. In simple cases, the processing is clear: "run the decks through the Fortran compiler and execute the resulting program." But such a description is often not applicable for significant jobs: libraries must be established and updated, source files may be processed by a sequence of programs (macro processors, language translators), a single source file may participate in more than one compilation, and a single compilation may involve more than one source file (as in languages that permit "include files"). The processing steps are likely to be similar for different versions, but with small but essential differences. Remembering the sequence of operations to be performed is likely to be a significant task; keeping track of the state of intermediate files is even harder and more error-prone. If more than one person is involved in the construction or maintenance, they must communicate and avoid inconsistency in a disciplined way.

Testing and verification also begin to be organized. Simply making a change, running a simple test case, then installing the repaired version often succeeds, but is unsatisfactory once there are users who are remote or who depend on your program. It is important to maintain regression test suites, establish that all the program branches have been exercised, and check that the results are correct, or at least sufficiently accurate. The problem is aggravated if versions are being maintained for environments which are not immediately accessible.

Ameliorating Approaches

The ways to attack these problems may be viewed as a sequence of levels, at each of which the programmer surrenders some control to the computer in exchange for having the machine's increased assistance. At the lowest level, a user relies on an organized filing system. At first, this filing system might be a notebook full of penciled notions about bug fixes, changes for different versions, tape reel numbers, and job control sequences. It is amazing how far one can go with the manual approach, but eventually the notebook becomes illegible, disappears into a collaborator's office, or suffers some other demise.

The obvious step is to store the notebook in a computer where it can be protected against decay. The program source will also probably be kept in computer files since text editors permit easy entry and modification. The notebook can contain file names instead of program descriptions. It is easy to capture frequent inputs (e.g., canned command sequences that can be issued without retyping) and outputs (e.g., successful test results to compare against new runs). If several people are working on the same project, the central file system can be used to coordinate and share the work and to communicate progress and problems. At this level, the computer is being used in a distant way: it stores data, but does not guide the work.

At the next level, one takes advantage of the structure of the computing system. If the file system permits long names or has a hierarchical organization, related forms of a file can be stored in files with comparable names. If such a naming discipline is followed, production of versions can be automated by parameterizing some of the commands or by use of accessing functions. For example, Cargill showed how complicated sets of alternatives can be handled by disciplined use of the file system hierarchy.

The file system probably maintains certain useful information: names and lengths of files, perhaps their type (source, object, library, etc.), and the time the file was last changed. Such information is reliable, free, and can be extremely useful. For example, a program can make magically accurate deductions without explicit instruction if the result of a compilation is needed, and if a source file that was edited since the last compilation was completed, then it is probably appropriate to recompile the source. A program can make this deduction and issue commands to the system with little intervention or thought by a human. (My Make program does this.) This approach is independent of the details or content of the files, and only needs to know the use of the file, which is deducible from the name or attributes on many systems, as it was last changed. At this stage of mechanization, the standard computer system is being used in a direct way; the user maintains his own files for his commands, versions of source, progress status, and so on, and invokes utilities explicitly.

If more help is needed or desired, the computer must be involved more intimately. The basic data are controlled by the computer, and may be stored in unreadable forms. Various versions may be interwoven for reasons of control or efficiency, and can only be examined through the tools. Thus, the SCCS system stores many versions of a text in a form that saves space, but explicit SCCS commands are needed to extract an old version or to store a new one. Tools at this level may also assist in managing the project by restricting access to programs, preventing multiple updates, and requiring explanations of the work done before accepting a new version. Note that these features have been based on a coarse unit of operation, the complete data file.

Finally, we reach the level of so-called program environments, which take over many of the operations done by programmers. In exchange for the convenience offered by the system, the programmer must accept its restrictions. This is an area of active research; some efforts in this area are Interlib, Gendef, Mentor, and Toolpack. The basic form of the fundamental data can be source text or a parsed representation. The division of responsibility among tools may then be radically different than in a conventional system. Some of the tools may be invoked invisibly. Editors, printers, and compilers make use of the single basic representation. An editor can check program syntax, and a compiler can be invoked automatically after an edit is complete. Maintaining statement usage counts and timing analyses can be implicit in the compilation process. Testing and debugging can be done in terms of the user's source language, without reference to machine-level objects, and test data might be saved semi-automatically. In exchange for these services, the user cannot apply standard tools to the data, since they are encoded and the environment must control all changes that are made.

A well-informed environment can control large objects such as libraries or executable programs, and can ensure that versions remain in parallel. The environment could produce instrumented forms of programs to monitor the testing: the instrumentation could record the statements that have been executed and the statements that consumed most of the machine time. The environment can also re-run regression tests before installing or distributing final copies, and maintain records on versions that have been sent out.

Applicability to Numerical Programs

The simpler approaches discussed above can all be applied to numerical programs on any flexible system. The more complete systems require some tailoring to the language and habits of the programmers. The program environments currently available are all research tools designed around languages that are rarely used for numerical programming. The plethora of preprocessors, naming conventions, and enormous libraries require special consideration. The floating point domain presents some peculiar difficulties: a regression test may be required to achieve final results of satisfactory precision, but not necessarily to duplicate the previous run's output bit for bit, or even to produce comparable amounts of output. (Consider a change to an iterative algorithm which changes the number of iterations to produce satisfactory convergence.)

Various projects are underway to attack some of these problems. In particular, the Toolpack project is designing a portable environment for Fortran-based programs.